1995 or AF7,, = ( E , + AE, + r , ) ' ( ( A E z -A E I F , ) + (r2 -I',F,,)). We note that the range space of r, and the range space of r2 are orthogonal to the range space of ( E , + A E , + I',) [17], and hence,
Absrracr-A matrix based procedure is presented for computing the output roundoff noise power for filters implemented with floating-point arithmetic. The filter's computational structure is represented in terms of a product of matrices, known as a factored state variable description. The quantities needed to compute the output ruundoff noise power are obtained from the factored state variable description via matrix manipulation. The expression for output roundoff noise power is shown tu be of the same form as that for fixed-point arithmetic roundoff noise. Comparison indicates that, under very general conditions, fixed-point arithmetic provides better roundoff noise performance than floating point. Several examples are provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
The error due to roundoff in digital filters realized with floatingpoint arithmetic has been studied by several investigators, including [1]- [4] . Computation of the noise power at the output resulting from rounding of sums and products has been approached in the time domain for first-and second-order filters [2] and in the frequency domain for higher order filters [31, [4] . However, neither of these approaches is particularly amenable to computer implementation for arbitrary filter structures. In this correspondence, we describe a matrix based method for computing the roundoff noise power at the output of an arbitrary filter structure. It is derived from a factored state variable description [6] (FSVD) for the filter. We also show that, under very general conditions, fixed-point arithmetic provides better roundoff noise performance than floating-point arithmetic.
Section I1 reviews the models used for Floating-point roundoff error and gives a brief introduction to FSVD's. The expression for roundoff noise power at the filter output is developed in Section 111 in terms of the FSVD, and is compared to the fixed-point arithmetic case. Two examples are given in Section IV, and a summary is provided in Section V.
BACKGROUND A . Roundoff Noise Model
Roundoff errors occur for both multiplication and addition in floating-point arithmetic. Let [*I denote the result of applying rounding to the mantissa of a Boating-point number, and let z ( k ) where -q/2 I ~( k ) 5 q / 2 for a quantization interval of q . As-
is a white noise sequence uncorrelated with z ( k ) and uniformly distributed on -q / 2 to q / 2 , it follows that the roundoff error e ( k ) = ~( k ) z ( k )
is white with variance a:
where ~2 = q2/12 151.
Let ~, ( k ) and e , ( k ) be associated with t h e j t h arithmetic operation in the filter. Assuming that ~, ( k ) is uncorrelated with ~, ( k ) for all i # j , and is uncorrelated with all other variables in the filter, then the total output power due to roundoff error is the sum of the output powers due to each error source e, ( k ) . Let g, ( k ) denote the unit pulse response from the node at which the j t h error occurs to the output. Since e , ( k ) is a white sequence, it follows that the total output power due to roundoff error (a:) is given by where A4 represents the total number of addition and multiplication operations in the filter. Evaluation of u t requires computation of the norm of the unit pulse responses from each node to the output and the variance of the variable at each node, 05.
B. Factored State Variable Descriptions
Let the state variable description of a filter be given as (3) where x ( k ) is the n-dimensional state vector at time k , U ( k ) is the input, a n d y ( k ) is the output. Assuming u ( k ) a n d y ( k ) are scalars, then A is n by n, B is n by I , C i s 1 by n, and D is 1 by 1 . The state variable description does not represent the filter in enough detail for our purpose. An FSVD provides a more detailed matrix based description of the filter structure. In terms of an FSVD, (3) is written
The F, represent each stage of the internal filter computation and implicitly define a vector sequence of variables q, = F, q, I 
Using the identity vec ( S U V ) = ( V 7 '8 S ) vec ( U ) [7] where vet(-) is the column stacking operator-and 63 denotes the Kronecker product, it is easy to show that K i n (10) satisfies the set of linear equations
Alternatively, a simple iterative algorithm for computing K satisfying (10) is given in [6, p. 3921.
We now focus attention on computation of the energy in the unit pulse responses. The vector pulse response from nodes associated with state variables to the output, g ( k ) , is given in terms of A and C as Define the matrix W a s m w = c g ( k ) g 7 ( k ) .
(13)

I = O
The diagonal elements of W represent the energies in the unit pulse responses from the state variable nodes to the output. Substituting (12) into (13) and comparing to (9) for white noise inputs provides the dual of (IO) W = A7WA + C'C.
(14)
The energies in the unit pulse responses from the nodes associated with the elements of the q, to the output are obtained as the diagonal roundoff noise is only generated by multiplication, and the internal filter variables must be scaled to prevent overflow. The diagonal elements of K, represent the variance of the internal filter variables and provide the information needed for L2 scaling. The roundoff noise at each node is amplified by the energy in the unit pulse response from that node to the output, obtained from the diagonal elements of the W, (see [6] for a more detailed discussion). Assuming single length accumulators, the output roundoff noise power is given by , [ K , ] , , [ W , ] , , = X N G , , (fixed point) 12 , = I , = , ( 1 7 ) where p,, = 1 if t h e j t h row of F, contains a multiplication by a number other than 1 and P,, = 0 otherwise. q represents the quantization interval and 6 is the scaling parameter which specifics how many standard deviations an internal variable must exceed before an overflow occurs. If the input is unit variance white noise, then the variance of the internal variables is 6-' after scaling. Typically, 3 5 6 I 5, with larger values representing more conservative scaling strategies.
Equations (16) Recall that the floating-point roundoff noise is proportional to input signal level. Thus, the floating-point system maintains an approximately constant signal-to-roundoff noise ratio at the output.
In constrast, the fixed-point roundoff noise is independent of the input signal level and the output roundoff noise power is constant.
IV. EXAMPLES
The first example is the second-order direct form filter considered in [ l ] and [3] . The transfer function is Roundoff noise is generated at the nodes corresponding to the second and third rows of F , . the first row of F', and the second row of F3. Assuming unit variance white noise input to the filter, we obtain NG,, = 1.25 X IOh, which is consistent with the result in 131. In fixed-point arithmetic, we obtain NG,, = 7.5 X IO5. Thus. the noise gain due to additions in floating-point arithmetic is 5 X IO6 and r = 1.67(4"')/6'.
The second example is a sixth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with cutoff frequency T / 16 rad/s. The filter is implemented as a cascade of second-order sections. Each second-order section is optimized with respect to fixed-point arithmetic roundoff noise using the block optimal design procedure in [6, pp. 400-4021 . The SFG for a section is depicted in Fig. 2 with sources of roundoff error indicated. The FSVD for the cascade is obtained in terms of the FSVD for each section. Thus. the FSVD is given by a product of nine matrices. Evaluation of (16) gives NGr, = 2.835 when the input is unit variance white noise. In fixed-point arithmetic, we obtain NG,, = 0.879. In this case we have r = 3.2(4",)/6'.
V . SUMMAKY FSVD's are employed to analyze the output roundoff noise power of arbitrary filter structures implemented in floating-point arithmetic. An expression is developed for the output roundoff noise power which is very similar in form to that for fixed-point arithmetic. This expression involves matrix operations and is easily evaluated on a computer. A comparison of fixed-and floating-point arithmetic indicates that, for very general conditions, fixed-point arithmetic provides better roundoff noise performance. This is because bits are used more efficiently by manually scaling the filter in fixed-point arithmetic than by allocating bits to an exponent for automatic scaling as occurs in floating-point arithmetic. Two examples are provided.
